Direct Conversion of Mouse Embryonic Fibroblasts into Neural Crest Cells.
Neural crest cells (NCCs) are multipotent cells that emerge from the edges of the neural folds and extensively migrate throughout developing embryos. Dorsolaterally migrating NCCs colonize skin, differentiate into skin melanocytes, and lose their multipotency. Multipotent NCCs or NCCs derived multipotent stem cells (MSCs) were recently detected in their migrated locations, including skin, despite restrictions in cell fate acquisition following migration. Since many features of NCCs have yet to be revealed, the novel properties of NCCs represent an important and interesting field in stem cell biology. We previously reported the direct conversion of mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) into NCCs by the forced expression of the transcription factors C-MYC, KLF4, and SOX10. We herein describe the methods employed for direct conversion: retrovirus infection for the forced expression of transcription factors, a flow cytometry-sorting method for the isolation of converted NCCs, and culture methods for the maintenance and differentiation of the converted NCCs.